Dear Sir -In their fascinating article (August 1985 E&P, p.582) , D.J. Payne and J. Davidson illustrate early bayonet lampholders and remark that the ceramic lampholder was introduced by GEC in 1911 and the moulded Home Office design in 1926, and that the design has not changed appreciably since that time, is it not time now for a change, particularly to the lampbolder for the pendant fitting?
Whatever is the lighting engineer's opinion of pendant fittings, it remains true that this is still the average builder's idea of domestic lighting and of course the majority of existing housing is so equipped. Being domestic, the maintenance of such lighting will be in the hands of all sorts of people, including the young, the inexperienced, the aged and the infirm. It should therefore be simple.
What should the maintenance be? The shade should be removed for cleaning once or twice per year, and the lamp must be replaced when it fails. This will be much less often. In either operation, one has to remove the lamp from its holder and replace it. This should be possible simply, safely and with the minimum of force. Remember that we may have an elderly person working from a chair or from a pair of steps, also that the shade may be such as to prevent him or her from reaching the front and the back of the lampholder at the same time and also from working with both hands from one side. We must consider the operation not only from the point of view of electrical safety, but also from that of all the hazards combined.
I assume that the skirt around the lampholder was originally introduced to reduce the danger of the user making electrical contact when changing a lamp. However, it does nothing for him when he has to remove the shade, which he may well have to do once or twice within the life of the lamp. But it is worse than that; the skirt introduces an oven of stagnant air in which the plastics material is baked so that it deteriorates rapidly and the solder of the lamp flows under pressure from the contacts, making deep indentations. Now consider our OAP's problem in removing the shade for cleaning. She pushes the bulb in, and small pieces of embrittled plastics fall down. She now tries to turn the lamp, but it will not move. Is it that she has not pushed far enough? She cannot tell, because the barrel into which the lamp fits has now distorted, gripping the lamp instead of allowing it to slide freely. Now how much force should she use to turn it? She may screw the lamp off the capping cement or worse still the lamp might break in her hand. Eventually perhaps she succeeds in removing the offending lamp and perceives that the pits in the solder were so deep as to prevent the lamp from turning. If she has much experience, she will take a sharp knife and carve away the solder until the pits have been eliminated and put the lamp aside for later reinstatement. Now toj^move the fitting, the skirted ring has to be unscrewed. Externally this is very smooth, but internally the thread has bound itself up on the fitting. What should she grip? In the model that I have in front of me, there are two tiny lips protruding about a millimetre from the static part of the fitting. If she grips the top, this will unscrew, exposing the wires under' her hand. Assume that she manages to remove the ring from the thread (possibly she always lubricates them with molybdenum disulphide before installation), the threaded part will not pass over the part where the lamp goes because this has become distorted, possibly in removing the lamp, and more pieces of resin fall out, thereby exposing the metal. So now she has the whole thing to pieces. Should she just bend it straight and replace the shade? No, she should now replace the lampholder! Should I now go into the problems of doing that, or do we recognise that our OAP has by now fallen off the steps or has succumbed to a heart condition through working too long with her arms above her head?
The above may .be an exaggeration. All these things do not happen every time, but many of them do. Furthermore they happen with mere 60 W lamps in well ventilated fittings. What happens with 100W lamps in more enclosed fittings? What wonderful things those brass and ceramic lampholders were! Everything was keyed together. Was there an electrical hazard? If there was, I am sure that it was not so great as the combined hazards of the present design.
Surely the BSI and lampholder manufacturers could get together to produce a holder that would last for the lifetime of the wiring from which it is suspended, and would also allow for regular cleaning and lamp replacement to be carried out safely. I do not see why they should not consider the Edison screw fitting if that seems a better starting point for the design. No doubt the new holder would cost more money, but considering that it now costs about £10 to have an electrician call to replace the lampholder, it would seem that there is some money to play with. Swan based his early work on parchmentised cotton thread while Edison relied on thin filaments of bamboo both of which were fully carbonised before they were capable of carrying electric current. Dissatisfied with lack of repeatability of his filaments Swan devised a process of producing what became known as 'Artificial silk' by the extrusion of nitrocellulose (a process which he subsequently licensed to a company called Courtaulds!) and the statement by your contributor that Swan's silk and Edison's cotton were subsequently 'coated' with carbon comes as news to those of us who have taken some interest in the achievements of the prolific inventors in the North of England during the last century.
It would have been more appropriate if your contributor had made mention of Swan's particular invention which proved vital in ensuring a practical working life for any type of carbonised filament (whether devised by Swan or Edison or imagined by your contributor). I refer to the concept of continuing the process of gas evacuation from the envelope while the filament is heated thereby minimising any subsequent degassing of the filament which would inevitably decrease the working life of the lamp. [J.B. Harris writes: It is extremely heartening to learn of the encouragement received by Mr. Kirby of the many initiatives in a wide range of electrical and electronic technologies which are currently thriving in the North-East of England. As the author of the article to which Mr. Kirby refers, it should be stressed that my contribution attempted to cover as concisely as possible 175 years of lamp and lighting development. It was not intended to be a lengthy dissertation on every technological detail of every contributor to the development of the electric lamp -this would surely be a subject for a complete book rather than a six-page survey prepared to be of general appeal to IEE members en masse.
Maybe, for instance, I should have mentioned that in 1898 Edison applied for a patent of a fluorescent electric lamp and this was issued to him in 1907 as US Patent No. F 65 367. Perhaps I might also have referred to 'Ductile tungsten' by W.D. Coolidge (Trans. Am. Inst. Elect. Engrs., May 1910) and to Howell and Schroeders' 'History of the incandescent lamp' published in America in 1927.
First, I apologise to Mr. Kirby for surprising him by mistakenly stating the forename Anthony instead of the correct forename William, for the owner of the house in which filament lamps were first installed. It was due to a temporary memory blockage.
If his only real criticism of my contribution relates to a single, but admittedly fundamental important, sentence relating to silk thread and cotton thread, I am highly honoured,
